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Ce que nous déplorons véritablement, c'est la brièveté de la conclusion de lege ferenda. Tout au long de son étude, M. Mayrand suggère avec beaucoup de pertinence des définitions plus précises, des interprétations plus claires et plus logiques que celles que nous avons présentement. Dans la conclusion il parle d'une réforme "qui tiendra à l'évolution de la famille"; il pose des questions quant au contexte juridique et social qui influencera le droit des successions. L'auteur nous prépare-t-il les réponses? Nous le souhaitons.

Somme toute, la clarté des explications données, la recherche complète et fouillée de la doctrine et de la jurisprudence, l'exactitude des interprétations et l'étendue des questions étudiées font du livre Les Successions ab intestat, un outil indispensable pour les étudiants, une référence précieuse pour les praticiens et une contribution plus qu'appréciable au droit civil québécois.

MONIQUE OUELLETTE LAUZON*

* * *


Canadian law reformers, comparatists and lawyers advising clients engaged in international trade will welcome the publication of this book as it will enable them readily to ascertain the statutory private international law rules in force in most European countries and in Israel.¹

The value of the book is enhanced by the fact that it covers the Soviet Union and several other socialist countries and that the wealth of information it contains appears in the French or English language. Anyone who is familiar with the difficulty of translating foreign legal terms will admire the skill with which Soviet, Greek, Portuguese and other statutes have been translated into the two languages used in the book. A bilingual index facilitates research.

In order to avoid the obvious criticism that in some countries the statutory provisions dealing with private international law do not represent the whole of this branch of the law, thus possibly misleading the reader, each chapter is preceded by a general intro-

¹ Countries having similar or nearly similar rules are grouped together: Netherlands, Belgium, France—West Germany, Austria, Switzerland—Italy, Greece, Spain, Portugal—Denmark, Norway—Great Britain, Israel—Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Poland and the Soviet Union.

* Monique Ouellette Lauzon, professeur adjoint à la Faculté de droit, Université de Montréal.
duction where a vue d'ensemble of private international law rules is given. In this way one is made aware of the exact place which statutory law occupies in the legal system surveyed. For instance, statutory law plays a minor role in the Netherlands, Belgium and France. On the other hand, in Portugal, the Civil Code of 1966 is the principal and almost exclusive source of choice of law rules. This is also true in almost all Eastern European countries where there is a strong tendency towards codification although judge-made private international law is not entirely eliminated. In Scandinavian countries the bulk of private international law rules is to be found in international conventions.

An excellent general introduction prepared by Professor D. Kokkini-Latridou succeeds in bringing together all the systems surveyed in the book. It also includes a brief historical analysis of the development of private international law in Europe. This should prove to be of great interest to the comparatist as the author indicates what are the major characteristics of the European systems. The conclusion to which one comes after reading the statutes printed in the book is that, even among groups that share a common legal tradition, there is still in existence a great diversity of rules. This clearly underlines the great role which the Hague Conference on Private International Law has to play to bring about their unification.

A very valuable feature of the book is that it includes some recent national draft private international law codes. It is, however, interesting to note that in France, for instance, there is a certain reluctance on the part of the legislator to adopt the draft for fear that codification would make it more difficult to unify private international law rules on a world wide basis. At the present time the most modern statutory provisions in force in France are those that are to be found in the conventions prepared by the Hague Conference on Private International Law. This is why in Quebec, the Office of Revision of the Civil Code has considered and incorporated in its draft articles dealing with private international law many of the rules adopted by the Hague Conference.

In each country surveyed the statutes are grouped under the traditional headings: conflicts of laws, jurisdiction and foreign judgments.

In view of the successful manner in which the Institute has

---

3 Note that the countries of Eastern Europe are bound in their mutual relations by about fifty international treaties that contain some private international law rules.

4 Recently England has adopted several of the Hague Conventions. See for instance Wills Act, 1960, c. 44; Recognition of Divorces and Legal Separations Act, 1971, c. 53.
accomplished its limited objective, it is obvious that every law library and every person interested in private international law should have a copy of this book. Furthermore, the Institute should be encouraged to expand its research programme in order, eventually, to cover every country of the world including the way in which these statutory provisions have been interpreted and applied by the courts as it has done in the case of the conventions prepared by the Hague Conference on Private International Law now in force in many countries. It is also hoped that the Institute will keep the present book up to date by the publication of annual supplements. In this connection, publication in a loose-leaf form would have been preferable.

J.-G. Castel

* * *

Droit Pénal International: By CLAUDE LOMBOIS. Paris: Dalloz. 1971. Pp. xii, 601. (Frs. 34)

Disclosures about events in Vietnam, including those at Song My, diplomatic kidnappings, aerial hijackings and accusations of genocide in Bangladesh have revived interest in the problem of an international criminal law. Dean Lombois of the Faculty of Law and Economic Sciences at the University of Limoges has now brought out in his Droit International Pénal an attempt to survey the whole panorama from the point of view of both international law and droit pénal extra-national français, in which he examines the competence of French penal law and the means and extent to which France cooperates with other states in the repression of criminal acts.

For those who wish to make use of this vade mecum, the learned author has provided a most comprehensive index, while the entries themselves not only provide a short exposition of 

The T. M. C. Asser Institute is an "interuniversity institute" founded in 1965 by eight Dutch universities for the purpose of systematic descriptive documentation of sources and materials of international law.

'There are two other source books on private international law: Meijers, Recueil des lois modernes concernant le droit international privé (1947) and Makarov, Quellen des internationalen Privatrechts, in German, French and English, vol. 1, choice of law (1953-), vol. 2, international conventions (1960-), but they are not as comprehensive as the book under review since they do not cover international civil procedure.